Violence and What We Can Do

Violence hasn’t affected directly or indirectly because my parents are over protective of my siblings and me. Probably because of how much more violent it became over the years.

One day I was at Gamestop and I seen a little boy and a woman walk into the store looking for a new game then I see the boy looking at the new Call of Duty game and he said he wanted it. If I had to guess I think he was seven or six years old and this isn’t a surprise. The reason it isn’t a surprise because now a days younger and younger kids are playing M for mature video games and I think that this relates to violence. One reason is that they are influenced to kill the bad guys even though sometimes the bad guys are Americans. Children have easier access to video games that are violent because parents don’t care anymore kids can just beg or do well in school to get anything they want most of the time even though you need a ID to get a M for mature game now parents will still get it with out looking at the game because normally if the child is happy the parent is happy. Another reason that there is violence is lack of education. This is a reason because they aren’t smart enough to know what is wrong or right so they may attack someone just because they have something that the person doesn’t so lack of education means lack of behavior. This also relates to poverty because people are desperate and will do anything to survive that could be illegal deals, robbing, and even hurting people.

How to stop violence. I think there are many ways to reduce violence one way is to make jobs more available what this will do is reduce poverty in turn reducing the need of being desperate for money. Another way to reduce violence is to make stricter gun laws now this won’t reduce crime rate but reduce murder rate because without a gun it can change from a gunfight to a less dangerous form of attack. Lastly we can make more education opportunities so people can be taught right from wrong. What I can do is I could start a petition stop help mare people aware that there are more to violence then they think also we can help stores make more stricter
rules to the age group they are selling to so that it is harder that violence influences and murder rates drop, this is my prospective on violence.